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A B S T R A C T   

Mechanical thrombectomy (MT) treatment of acute ischemic stroke (AIS) patients typically involves use of stent 
retrievers or aspiration catheters alone or in combination. For in silico trials of AIS patients, it is crucial to 
incorporate the possibility of thrombus fragmentation during the intervention. This study focuses on two aspects 
of the thrombectomy simulation: i) Thrombus fragmentation on the basis of a failure model calibrated with 
experimental tests on clot analogs; ii) the combined stent-retriever and aspiration catheter MT procedure is 
modeled by adding both the proximal balloon guide catheter and the distal access catheter. 

The adopted failure criterion is based on maximum principal stress threshold value. If elements of the 
thrombus exceed this criterion during the retrieval simulation, then they are deleted from the calculation. 

Comparison with in-vitro tests indicates that the simulation correctly reproduces the procedures predicting 
thrombus fragmentation in the case of red blood cells rich thrombi, whereas non-fragmentation is predicted for 
fibrin-rich thrombi. Modeling of balloon guide catheter prevents clot fragments’ embolization to further distal 
territories during MT procedure.   

1. Introduction 

In five recent randomized clinical trials (Berkhemer et al., 2015; 
Chalumeau et al., 2018; Goyal et al., 2015; Jovin et al., 2015; Saver 
et al., 2015) the intra-arterial mechanical thrombectomy (MT) proved to 
be a safe and effective treatment for acute ischemic stroke (AIS); MT is 
now considered the standard of care for AIS patients with large vessel 
occlusion. MT consists of the mechanical removal of a thrombus (blood 
clot) from a cerebral artery. MT techniques can be performed with 
stent-retrievers, large bore aspiration catheters, or a combination of 
both devices(Kühn et al., 2020). The combined approach with 
stent-retriever and aspiration is recently associated with a trend of 
higher successful vessel recanalization (Kang et al., 2013). However, the 
risk of thrombus fragmentation is still present and needs to be curtailed 

to avoid emboli and micro-emboli obstructing the downstream cerebral 
vessels. 

During the MT with stent-retriever, the thrombus is engaged by 
deploying the device at the thrombus location, once the thrombus is 
removed the blood flow is restored in the vessels Different techniques 
can be used when deploying and removing the stent-retriever in com-
bination with different catheters (Munich et al., 2019). Examples of 
widespread clinical techniques are the Solumbra (Combined Stent 
Retriever and Suction Thrombectomy) (Deshaies, 2013; Dumont et al., 
2014; Humphries et al., 2015), the ARTS (Aspiration-retriever technique 
for stroke) (Massari et al., 2016), the CAPTIVE (continuous aspiration 
prior to intracranial vascular embolectomy) (McTaggart et al., 2017), 
the SAVE (Stent retriever assisted vacuum-locked extraction) (Maus 
et al., 2018) and the BADDASS (Balloon guide with large-bore distal 
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access catheter with dual aspiration with stent-retriever as standard 
approach) (Ospel et al., 2019) approaches. 

Some of the ancillary devices involved in the MT procedure include 
the microcatheter (around 0.5 mm in diameter), the stent-retriever 
(between 4 and 6 mm in diameter), the (balloon) guide catheter 
(around 2.6 mm in diameter), and the distal access catheter (around 1.6 
mm in diameter). In the clinical procedure, once the guidewire creates 
the path, the microcatheter is advanced to the thrombus location in 
order to place the crimped stent-retriever. Stent-retriever is a self- 
expandable stent made of nickel-titanium alloys, a superelastic mate-
rial which, once crimped with high deformations, can return to its 
original shape simply by removing the microcatheter. Once the stent- 
retriever is deployed across the thrombus, the distal access catheter 
(DAC) is advanced to face the thrombus. The stent is then completely 
retracted into the DAC under continuous aspiration or only partially 
retracted into the DAC under continuous aspiration. In the latter, the 
DAC and the stent-retriever are retracted as a unit. The guide catheter is 
normally placed in the cervical internal carotid artery (ICA) and receives 
the stent-retriever and/or the DAC with the removed thrombus. It can be 
used to apply proximal aspiration. The guide catheter can incorporate a 
balloon to be inflated during the procedure and in this case, it is referred 
to as the balloon guide catheter (BGC). The clinical use of the BGC which 
causes a momentary blockage of the antegrade blood flow during the 
procedure is now preferred over conventional guide catheters to prevent 
embolic events and to speed up the MT procedure (Chueh et al., 2020). 

There is an increasing interest in virtually reproducing clinical pro-
cedures. For device manufacturing companies to speed-up development 
and optimize new devices; for clinicians to improve pre-operative 
planning and as a predictive clinical tool; finally, to replace animal 
experimentation, and to improve the outcomes of clinical trials. In this 
view, it is important to assess the credibility of computational models of 
clinical procedures. Once the models are used in a specific context of 
use, validation evidence is required to build and prove the credibility of 
simulations (Luraghi et al., 2021a). The context of use here is to simulate 
the MT procedure with combined stent-retriever and aspiration cathe-
ters (BGC and/or DAC) in virtual patients in order to predict the pro-
cedure outcome. 

Regarding the MT procedure, few studies model the mechanical 
behavior of single devices, stent-retrievers (Gu et al., 2017; Liu et al., 
2021; Mousavi et al., 2021) or aspiration catheters (Chitsaz et al., 2018; 
Fereidoonnezhad and McGarry, 2021; Good et al., 2020; Oyekole et al., 
2021; Shi et al., 2017), in idealized straight or curved vessels, an over-
simplified geometry in comparison with the geometry of the ICA, which 
is characterized by a complex morphology (Bridio et al., 2021). 
Recently, our group developed and validated the first virtual MT with 
stent-retriever in real vessel morphologies using in vitro tests (Luraghi 
et al., 2021d) and clinical data(Luraghi et al., 2021b). 

In this work, a combined in silico MT with stent-retriever and aspi-
ration catheters, using both BGC and DAC, is developed and qualita-
tively validated with in-vitro experiments, as a first step toward building 
a credibility analysis of the virtual procedure. With respect to the pre-
viously developed in silico methodology replicating the MT procedure 
with stent-retriever only (Bridio et al., 2021; Luraghi et al., 2021b, 
2021d), two new aspects have been further developed and added in this 
study. Firstly, the thrombus has non-symmetric tensile and compression 
behavior, and it can fragment successfully due to the addition of a failure 
model calibrated with experimental data. Secondly, the combined 
stent-retriever and aspiration catheter MT procedure is modeled by 
adding both the proximal BGC and the DAC aspirations to the MT with 
stent-retriever. 

2. Materials and methods 

2.1. Thrombus modeling 

Clot analogs were obtained from venous whole ovine blood (Duffy 

et al., 2017; Weafer et al., 2019). Fereidoonnezhad et al. (Fer-
eidoonnezhad et al., 2021a, 2021b) performed unconfined compression 
tests (Fig. 1a) and tension tests on blood clots made from 5%, 20%, and 
40% Hematocrit (%H) blood mixture. They used the inverse finite 
element method to identify the material properties of the blood clot from 
these tests. In the current study, we reproduce the uniaxial tension/-
compression curves from the material parameters reported in Fer-
eidoonnezhad et al. (2021a). The experimental tests were numerically 
reproduced using a simplified phenomenological quasi-hyperelastic 
foam model (Kolling et al., 2007) implemented in the software 
LS-DYNA R13 (ANSYS, Canonsburg, PA, USA). As in the classical 
Hill-Odgen formulation, the principal components of the Kirchhoff stress 
are a function of the principal stretches. However, in this case, the 
function is directly determined from the uniaxial experimental curves 
without an analytical expression. The Poisson’s ratio was set to 0.3 after 
a calibration procedure (Luraghi et al., 2021d). The performance of this 
model to replicate both the compression and tensile experimental curves 
is shown in Fig. 1c. 

A failure model for clots, which reproduces the fracture tests 
(Fig. 1b) is also incorporated to predict clot fragmentation during me-
chanical thrombectomy. The failure criterion is based on the maximum 
principal stress (PSMAX). The elements exceeding the PSMAX threshold 
during the simulation are deleted from the calculation, allowing to 
generate fragments and discontinuities in the clot. The maximum 
PSMAX at failure for each clot content was identified by calibrating the 
model with experimental data of the tension fracture tests(Fer-
eidoonnezhad et al., 2021a). The performance of this failure model to 
replicate the fracture experimental curves is shown in Fig. 1d. The 
PSMAX at failure values was set as 0.037 MPa, 0.073 MPa, and 0.1 MPa 
for clots with 5%H, 20%H, and 40%H, respectively. 

2.2. In vitro MT tests with combined techniques 

Three different MT procedures were performed in the same vessel- 
like 3D-printed silicone phantom. The 3D phantom was designed in 
order to replicate the physiological dimension of the cerebral arteries. 
For these experiments, two clot compositions were used that represent 
low and high fibrin content in the clot by histology. Red blood cell 
(RBC)-rich clots were prepared with estimated 40%H content and fibrin- 
rich clots with 5%H content approximately. The RBC-rich clot measured 
12 mm in length and 4 mm in diameter when lodged in the silicone 
model for the first MT experiment (MT1), whereas fibrin-rich (FIB) clots 
measured 7.5 mm in length and 4 mm in diameter for the other two 
thrombectomy experiments (MT2 and MT3). All the clots were lodged in 
the same location of the middle cerebral artery. Saline was circulated 
through the model at 37 ◦C and flow arrest was achieved by blocking the 
flow in the ICA. In particular, (i) MT1 was designed with only BCG 
aspiration catheters and RBC-rich clot, (ii) MT2 with again only BCG but 
FIB-rich clot, and (iii) MT3 with both DAC and BCG aspiration catheters 
and FIB-rich clot. 

In all the performed procedures, the Rebar 18 (Medtronic, Ireland) 
micro-catheter was used to place and deploy the EmboTrap II (ET II, 
Cerenovus, Ireland) stent-retriever at the thrombus location. Proximal 
aspiration through the BGC Neuron Max 088 (Penumbra, CA, USA) was 
applied using a 60 ml syringe, once for each pass during the procedures. 
Only for MT3, distal aspiration was also applied through the Sofia Plus 
(MicroVention, Inc., CA, USA) DAC using a 60 ml syringe once during 
the procedure. All retrievals were recorded with a CCD camera. The 
experiments performed are summarized in Table 1. 

2.3. In silico MT tests with combined techniques 

The CAD model of the 3D-printed patient-like cerebral vasculature 
was processed and discretized with quadrilateral rigid elements (Lur-
aghi et al., 2021d). The two clot analogs used in the experiments were 
virtually reproduced. The geometries were discretized with linear 
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tetrahedral elements and the material was modeled as a compressible 
foam with failure as described in the previous paragraph. A mass pro-
portional damping of 10 s− 1 was applied to the thrombus model (Lur-
aghi et al., 2021d) in order to smooth the frequency vibration without 
introducing numerical artificial viscosity. The EmboTrap II 
stent-retriever model was created by pre-processing the CAD geometry 
and by discretizing it with Hughes-Liu beam elements (Fig. 2a) (Luraghi 
et al., 2022). The Ni–Ti stent material was modeled with a shape 
memory alloy behavior and the material parameters were obtained by 
calibrating to the experimental data of the uniaxial tensile test, as 
described in our previous work (Luraghi et al., 2021d) (the material 
parameters are listed in Appendix 2). Self-penalty contact was used to 
prevent inter-penetration. A mass proportional damping of 1 s− 1 was 
applied to the stent model. 

Both the micro-catheter and the BGC were modeled as cylinders of 
diameter 0.5 mm and 2.3 mm respectively and were discretized with 
quadrilateral rigid. On the contrary, the DAC with a diameter of 1.8 mm 
was discretized with quadrilateral deformable shell elements since it is 
retrieved with the stent. An orthotropic linear elastic model was adopted 

for the DAC in order to have a higher circumferential stiffness with 
respect to the longitudinal one(Wang et al., 2019), mimicking the 
braided metallic-reinforce real DAC device (the material parameters are 
listed in Appendix 2). A mass proportional damping of 1 s− 1 was applied 
to the DAC model. 

All the discretized models (vessel, thrombus, stent, and catheters) 
have an averaged-element size of 0.2 mm in order to facilitate stability 
of the contact interactions after a sensitivity mesh size analysis(Luraghi 
et al., 2021d). The total number of elements and nodes for each model is 
reported in Table 2. 

Three MT in silico tests (MT1, MT2, and MT3) were implemented by 
reproducing the three MT in vitro tests according to the different com-
bined procedures used. Thrombi were positioned at the same middle 
cerebral artery location as the experiments. A selective mass scaling was 
adopted in order to fix the time-step of 7⋅10− 7 s. Satisfaction of the 
quasi-static condition was verified in all the simulations to guarantee the 
soundness of the time step. 

The MT with combined stent-retriever and aspiration consisted of the 
following steps:  

I. Stent crimping & micro-catheter tracking. The stent-retriever was 
crimped to 0.5 mm in a straight and rigid catheter. A penalty 
frictionless contact was defined between the stent and the cath-
eter. At the same time, the thrombus was deformed against the 
vessel wall by tracking the micro-catheter whose position was 
designed to be similar to the experimental one (Fig. 2b). A pen-
alty contact with 0.4 of friction (Gunning et al., 2018) was 
defined between the thrombus surface and the vessel wall (after a 
sensitivity analysis performed in (Luraghi et al., 2021d))  

II. Stent tracking. The crimped stent-retriever was pulled within the 
micro-catheter until reaching the thrombus location. The relative 
position of the stent with respect to the thrombus was set to 
match that of the experiments (Fig. 2c). 

Fig. 1. Tensile and compression in vitro (a) and in silico tests of clots to validate the adopted foam material model (c); fracture in vitro (b) and in silico tests to define 
the maximum principal stress values (PSMAX) at failure for different clot compositions (d). 

Table 1 
Description of the three in vitro combined stent-retriever and aspiration MT 
performed procedures. RBC: red blood cell, FIB: fibrin; ET II: EmbrTrap ll (5 ×
37 mm); BGC: balloon guide catheter; DAC: distal access catheter; MT: me-
chanical thrombectomy.  

Test CLOT MT procedure 

Clot 
type 

Clot 
length 

Clot 
size 

Stent BGC DAC 

MT1 RBC 
Rich 

12 mm 4 mm ET II Neuron Max 
088 

– 

MT2 FIB Rich 7.5 mm 3.5 mm ET II Neuron Max 
088 

– 

MT3 FIB Rich 7.5 mm 3.5 mm ET II Neuron Max 
088 

Sofia 
Plus  
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III. Stent deployment (and DAC tracking if needed). The crimped and 
placed stent-retriever was deployed by progressively removing 
the contact with the micro-catheter to mimic the real unsheathing 
procedure (Fig. 2d). Penalty contacts were activated between the 
stent and the thrombus and between the stent and the vessel wall 
with a friction of 0.2 and no friction, respectively. In the MT3 test, 
once the stent was completely deployed, the DAC was advanced 
and placed in contact with the proximal face of the thrombus. 
Penalty contacts were activated between the DAC and the 
thrombus (friction of 0.2), between the DAC and the stent (fric-
tionless), and between the DAC and the vessel wall (frictionless).  

IV. Retrieval. The stent-retriever with the entrapped thrombus (and 
eventually the DAC in MT3) were retrieved together. During the 
retrieval phase of the MT3 test, a constant negative pressure of 80 
kPa (Froehler, 2017) was applied to the thrombus portion inside 
the DAC mimicking the syringe aspiration(Nikoubashman et al., 
2018). In all models, the thrombus surface exposed toward the 
BGC and not occupied by the DAC was subjected to the BGC 
aspiration pressure. This pressure was not constant along with the 
simulation, with its magnitude being a linear function of the 
distance between the thrombus and the BGC. This function was 
estimated by means of a sensitivity computational fluid-dynamics 
analysis as detailed in Appendix 1. Penalty contacts were acti-
vated between the BGC and the thrombus and between the BGC 
and the stent wall with the friction of 0.2 and no friction, 
respectively. 

All models were built in ANSA PreProcessor v22.0 (BETA CAE 

System, Switzerland) and solved with the finite-element solver LS-DYNA 
R13 (ANSYS, Canonsburg, PA, USA). Simulations were carried out on 28 
CPUs of an Intel Xeon64 with 250 GB of RAM and lasted from 19 to 27 h. 

3. Results 

Simulations of the tensile, compression and fracture tests on clot 
analogs were carried out to verify and validate the clot/thrombus ma-
terial model (Fig. 1). These in vitro/in silico tests on clot mechanical 
performance can be used to extract/interpolate the behavior also for 
clots with different %H content. 

The three presented in vitro MT tests are selected in order to show 
different aspects and were numerically produced. Qualitative compari-
son in terms of the structure deformation (stent and thrombus position 
and motion) was performed. Evaluation of the evolution of the 
maximum principal stress in the thrombus during the MT simulations 
was analyzed and discussed. 

In MT1 the RBC-rich thrombus fragmented during the retrieval phase 
of the procedure but remained trapped within the outer cage of the 
stent-retriever and was completely aspirated through the BGC (Fig. 3). 

The model replicated the fragmentation of the thrombus during the 
retrieval as the maximum PSMAX in the clot exceed the maximum 
PSMAX at failure (0.037 MPa) as shown in Fig. 4. The aspiration pres-
sure applied through the BGC enabled the fragments to be removed 
without any bulky embolization. For the sake of this example, the same 
simulation but without the failure model was carried out. As expected, 
the thrombus behaved in the same way as the original simulation up to 
the breaking point (because the response is elastic and no elements have 
been removed yet), then it was completely and entirely removed. Dif-
ferences are visible between the PSMAX curves from simulations with 
and without the failure mode (Fig. 4). It must be noted that in the 
original MT1 simulation the elements with stress higher than 0.037 MPa 
are deactivated and not considered in the curve of Fig. 4. 

MT2 and MT3 were selected and compared because they present the 
same MT settings (in terms of thrombus position, length, and composi-
tion) but with a single aspiration via the BGC (test MT2) and a double 
aspiration via both the BGC and DAC (test MT3). Both the experiments 
were truthfully replicated by the in silico model. In MT2 (Fig. 5) the 
thrombus slides towards the tail of the stent-retriever during the 
retrieval phase but it was successfully aspirated by the BGC. In MT3 
(Fig. 6) the thrombus remained attached to the DAC during the retrieval 
until reaching the BGC. Differences between the PSMAX curves from 

Fig. 2. ET II finite-element stent-retriever model (a); during the first step of the simulation the micro-catheter (in light-green) is placed and squeezed the clot (in red) 
against the vessel wall (b). To follow, the crimped stent-retriever tracking (c) and its deployment (d). 

Table 2 
Total number of elements and nodes for each component.  

Model Average size Total number of 
elements 

Total numer of nodes 

Stent- 
retriever 

0.2 mm 4,351 4,228 

Thombus 0.2 mm MT1: 34,483 MT1: 7,016 
MT2 and MT3: 18,945 MT2 and MT3: 3,922 

Vessel 0.2 mm 21,143 21,085 
micro- 

catheter 
0.2 mm 10,092 10,089 

BCG 0.2 mm 6,615 6,656 
DAC 0.2 mm 17,115 17,075  
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MT2 and MT3 are visible in Fig. 7. The curve from MT2 is more uniform 
showing two increments in the PSMAX, the first during stent deploy-
ment at the beginning of the retrieval and the second during the final 
aspiration in the BGC. Differently, the curve from MT3 presents different 
peaks during the retrieval because of the presence of the DAC. 

4. Discussion 

In silico models are very widespread today to reproduce, study, 
evaluate and improve clinical procedures. Since the question of interest 
is to reproduce a procedure on virtual patients, in silico models need to 
be truthful in reproducing the reality and a credibility assessment is 
required. Factors to build model credibility involve validation evidence. 
This work aimed at developing in silico MT procedures which combined 
stent-retriever and aspiration catheters. 

The aspiration is introduced in the MT to reduce the risk of 

embolization in case of thrombus fragmentation during the procedure. 
The risk of thrombus fragmentation is related to its composition (Kaes-
macher et al., 2017) and thrombus mechanical properties are strongly 
correlated with the composition (Gersh et al., 2009). For this reason, a 
compressible hyperelastic formulation was here adopted to model the 
non-symmetric behavior in tension and compression observed from the 
experimental mechanical characterization of different clot analogs. In 
the literature, some thrombus models have been proposed employing 
both fluid (Neidlin et al., 2016) and solid (Chitsaz et al., 2018; Talayero 
et al., 2020) approaches, compressible, hyperelastic, viscoelastic, and 
fibrin network properties. However, these models were not used to 
virtual reproduce the complete MT procedure, because of its complexity 
from a numerical point of view. Recently, a particle approach has been 
used to model the thrombus subjected to high deformations during an 
MT but without considering a failure mode and without any material 
validation against experimental data (Mousavi J S et al., 2021). In this 

Fig. 3. Comparison between the in vitro (left panel) and the in silico (right panel) MT1 test. The simulation is able to replicate the clot fragmentation.  
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work instead, a failure model based on the maximum principal stress 
calibrated with experimental data was implemented to replicate the 
possibility of thrombus fragmenting during the virtual MT procedure. 

The limited number of in silico studies on the MT is because the 
accurate implementation of the procedure poses a particular challenge 
due to the interaction between different deformable parts with different 
material properties (Luraghi et al., 2021c) among them. The contact 
between the metallic frame of the stent-retriever and the compliant and 
bulky thrombus is computationally expensive, in particular, if the stent 
is moving in a tortuous vessel as in the retrieval phase of the MT pro-
cedure. For this reason, MT models in a patient-like vessel are rare in the 
literature (Bridio et al., 2021; Luraghi et al., 2021b, 2021d). On the 
other side, aspiration catheters for MT have been always modeled as 
rigid component (Chitsaz et al., 2018; Fereidoonnezhad and McGarry, 
2021; Good et al., 2020; Neidlin et al., 2016; Oyekole et al., 2021; Shi 
et al., 2017), and their performance has been usually evaluated by 
means of computational fluid dynamics simulations. Differently, the 
interaction between the aspiration catheter and the thrombus is 
modeled in structural simulations with different approaches (Chitsaz 
et al., 2018; Fereidoonnezhad and McGarry, 2021; Good et al., 2020; 
Oyekole et al., 2021) through simplified and idealized models. In this 
work, for the first time, an aspiration catheter is modeled as a deform-
able structure interacting with the clot during the virtual MT procedure 
with stent-retrievers. 

Thrombus fragments are expected consequences of MT, in particular 
during the retrieval phase when the stent-retriever and the embedded 
thrombus are retracted into a receiver catheter (Chueh et al., 2020) 
(conventional guide catheter, BGC, or DAC depending on the 
procedures). 

In this study, three MT experiments were conducted and virtually 
reproduced. In-silico MT procedure with a blood cells rich thrombus 
demonstrated the ability of the proposed thrombus model to fragment 
during the retrieval phase, reproducing the experiment. Moreover, it 
was shown how the modeling of BGC prevents the fragments’ emboli-
zation to further distal position within the vessel tree. 

On the contrary, the in-silico MT procedure with fibrin-rich 
thrombus did not produce fragmentation also when a DAC is used 
(MT3 model). The different MT techniques were compared in terms of 
thrombus kinematics and stresses. As expected, the use of the DAC in 
MT3 increases the stress on the thrombus during the retrieval and may 
induce fragmentation of the thrombus in the case of RBC-rich clots. 

As in all validation studies, some differences between the context of 
use of the model (reproduce virtual MTs in virtual patients) and the 
validation evidence are present as already thoroughly described, i.e. the 
vessel, thrombus geometry, and material(Luraghi et al., 2021a). 

Regarding the limitations of this study, it is noteworthy to underline 

that the comparison between in vitro and in silico MTs is mainly qual-
itative. However, since the model aims at predicting the procedural 
outcome in terms of thrombus removal (and blood flow restored) 
without any variable quantification, we believe that the proposed 
comparison is adequate as a first step toward the validation of the virtual 
MT outcome but there is still room for doing additional experiments for 
a stronger validation evidence. Secondly, the negative pressure gener-
ated by the syringes (manually used), was calibrated with a sensitivity 
CFD analysis based on literature parameters instead of values measured 
during the experiments. Hence, aspiration boundary conditions may 
differ from the in vitro and in silico procedures indeed. Thirdly, some 
assumptions for the thrombectomy simulations have been adopted 
because data are still missing in the current state-of-the-art as the me-
chanical performance and characterization of the DACs, friction 
behavior between stent and vessel, between the catheters and the vessel, 
and between the catheters and the clots. All these points are potential 
differences between in vitro and in silico procedures. In the future, more 
efforts should be made in quantifying the negative pressure which loads 
the thrombus and in studying the catheters’ mechanical behavior, in 
addition to quantify the mass and number of fragmented clots together 
with its intrinsic variability. Finally, since the procedures were done 
with the BCG arresting the flow, no fluid domain was included in the 
model. 
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Appendix 

1 BGC pressure 

Computational Fluid Dynamic (CFD) analysis was used to evaluate the fluid dynamic conditions during the aspiration procedure in a simplified 
internal carotid artery (ICA) shown in Fig. 1A. 

The ICA diameter (Dvessel) has been varied between 5 and 7 mm, while the clot length (Lclot) between 5 and 25 mm The diameter of the clot (Dclot) is 
about 50% to 95% of the vessel diameter (Dvessel). The clot and vessel diameter ratio is named as occlusion ratio (X). The catheter here considered is the 
Neuron Max 088 by Penumbra Inc. with an outer diameter of 8F and inner diameter of 0.088’’. The distance between the proximal face of the clot and 
the catheter tip (d) varies between 0.1 and 10 mm. The physiological ICA pressure of 70 mmHg was applied at the vessel boundaries. The aspiration 

Fig. 5. Comparison between in vitro (left panel) and the in silico (right panel) MT2 test.  
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pressure varied from 10 to 100 kPa(Chitsaz et al., 2018; Shi et al., 2017). Blood was considered a Newtonian incompressible fluid with a density of 
1060 kg/m3 and viscosity of 3 cP; a k-omega turbulence model was used. 

The pressure difference (Δp) between the proximal and distal faces of the clot as a function of the distance between the proximal face of the clot and 
the aspiration catheter tip was evaluated for each applied aspiration pressure (10, 30, 50, 70, and 100 kPa). The curve with geometrical parameters 
fitting the model of this paper is shown in Fig. 1Ab (Dvessel of 6.5 mm, Lclot of 7.5 mm, and X of 0.6). 

As shown in Fig. 1Ab, the aspiration pressure acts on the proximal face of the clot only when the distance is short (approximal shorten than 1 mm). 

Fig. 6. Comparison between in vitro (left panel) and the in silico (right panel) MT3 test.  
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Fig. 1A. geometry of the CFD model (a); pressure difference between the proximal and distal faces of the clot as a function of the distance between the proximal face 
of the clot and the aspiration catheter tip (b). 

2 Material parameters  

Table 1A 
nitinol material parameters  

Parameter Value 

Mass density 6.45 g/cm3 

Austenite elastic modulus 45 GPa 
Martensite elastic modulus 17.3 GPa 
Poisson’s ratio 0.3 
Starting stress forward phase transformation 365 MPa 
Final stress forward phase transformation 386 MPa 
Starting stress reverse phase transformation 197 MPa 
Final stress reverse phase transformation 156 MPa 
Recoverable strain 0.048   

Fig. 7. PSMAX over time during the MT2 and MT3 simulations. A comparison of the PSMAX fields on the thrombus is shown in an instant during the retrieval phase. 
Discontinuous black line: PSMAX threshold for fibrin-rich thrombi. Fragmentation does not occur during the simulation for both models. 
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Table 2A 
DAC material parameters  

Parameter Value 

Mass density 6.45 g/cm3 

Circumferential elastic modulus 3600 MPa 
Longitudinal elastic modulus 360 MPa 
Poisson’s ratio 0.4  
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